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Touring DNS Open Houses for Trends and
Configurations

Andrew J. Kalafut, Craig A. Shue, and Minaxi Gupta

Abstract—DNS is a critical component of the Internet. It
maps domain names to IP addresses and serves as a distributed
database for various other applications, including mail, Web,
and spam filtering. This paper examines DNSzones in the
Internet for diversity, adoption rates of new technologies, and
prevalence of configuration issues. To gather data, we sweep
60% of the Internet’s domains in June - August 2007 forzone
transfers. 6.6% of them allow us to transfer their complete
information. Surprisingly, this includes a large fraction of the
domains deploying DNSSEC. We find that DNS zones vary
significantly in size and some span many ASes. Also, while anti-
spam technologies appear to be getting deployed, the adoption
rates of DNSSEC and IPv6 continue to be low. Finally, we
also find that carelessness in handing DNS records can lead to
reduced availability of name servers, email, and Web servers.
This also undermines anti-spam efforts and the efforts to shut
down phishing sites or to contain malware infections.

Index Terms—Domain Name System, Measurement

I. I NTRODUCTION

The Domain Name System (DNS) serves as an Internet-
wide distributed database. It maps human-friendly domain
names to IP addresses and provides support for applications
ranging from simple mail delivery to advanced applications,
such as spam filtering, voice over IP (VoIP), and other multi-
media services. A typical unit of administration in DNS is a
second-level domain name, such asexample.com. A zone
file corresponding to the zone stores information about the
hosts, services, and sub-domains contained in that zone. While
typical DNS queries inquire about a single host or service,
some use-cases require complete information contained in a
DNS zone. An instance of this occurs when DNS servers for
a domain need to synchronize with each other in their view of
the zone. The DNS provides a special query for that, called the
zone transferquery. In this work, we leverage the zone transfer
query to capture detailed information about DNS zones in the
Internet. During a three month period, we swept 60% of the
Internet for zone transfers. In order to increase our data beyond
those zones allowing zone transfer, wewalkedthe zones of the
second-level domains known to deploy DNSSEC [1] (DNS
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Security Extensions). This is a slow process since it involves
making a large number of queries, but its net effect is the same
as a zone transfer.

Our work differs significantly from the existing work in the
area of understanding DNS zone provisioning and configura-
tion. While the existing work uses a limited portion of the
data available at the name servers and focuses primarily on
various aspects of name server availability, we instead take
a comprehensive look at all the data contained at the name
servers. In this study, we focus on analyzing the data from
three perspectives: 1) characterizing diversity of zones in the
Internet in terms of number of hosts, the domains, autonomous
systems (ASes) and BGP prefixes to which they belong,
2) tracking the deployment of new technologies, including
DNSSEC, IPv6, and anti-spam technologies, and 3) analyzing
zone configuration from the perspective of the availabilityof
various servers, including name servers, Web servers, and mail
servers. The key findings of our study are the following:

Zone transfers: 6.6% of the second-level domain names in
.com and .net top level domains (TLDs) allowed us to
perform a zone transfer of their zones in spite of the well-
known fact that the zone transfers are a security risk [2].
Surprisingly, this included a large percentage of DNSSEC-
deploying zones, who may be expected to be more careful
about security issues.

Zone diversity: Zones varied vastly in sizes, with the biggest
zone containing over two million hosts when a large fraction
contain just a handful. Also, while over half the zones were
contained in a single AS, one zone spanned 1,475 different
ASes.

Deployment of new technologies:DNS-based anti-spam
technologies are gaining traction but deployment of DNSSEC
and IPv6 continues to be very low. Specifically, 8-16% of the
zones deployed DNS-based anti-spam technologies. However,
a small fraction of these made mistakes in configuring the
relevant records. Fortunately, the email programs at the recip-
ients can be enhanced to account for these mistakes without
rendering the deployment efforts ineffective. Only 0.18% of
zones in our data deployed IPv6, and only 0.003% used
DNSSEC.

Configuration issues:Configuration problems were found in
many zones. Fortunately, most of these had just one, and in
many cases not a serious one. We noticed the possibility of
diminished name server availability because although most
zones had at least the prescribed two DNS servers, 82%
of those observed had both in the same AS. However, the
zones deploying DNSSEC had them in the same AS only
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7% of the time. Also, 0.5-11% of zones were likely using
the same DNS server for internal and external clients, which
is recommended against for security reasons. We also saw
misconfigurations that could impact the availability of mail,
Web, and other servers, zones exposing more information
than likely necessary, as well as zones lacking proper contact
information.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section II
provides background on DNS. In Section III, we describe
our data collection process, and the issues we ran into in the
course of collecting the necessary data. Section IV describes
data sanitization and characterizes the zones in both data
sets. The analysis of the data contained in zones is presented
in Sections V, VI, and VII. We survey related work in
Section VIII and conclude the paper in Section IX.

II. BACKGROUND

The behavior of the DNS is specified in a series of Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) Request for Comments (RFC)
documents, dating back to the 1980s. While there are many
DNS-related RFCs, the key RFCs are RFC 1034 [3] and
1035 [4].

The DNS is organized as a tree, with branches at each
level separated by a “.”. The entire DNS space is divided into
variouszones. Each zone consists of a connected portion of
this tree under the same administrative control. A typical unit
of administration in DNS is a second-level domain name, such
asexample.com. A zonefile corresponding to this second-
level domain name stores information about the hosts, services,
and sub-domains contained in that zone.

The data within each zone is stored in the form ofresource
records which consists of four basic parts: aname, a class,
a type, and data. All DNS records relating to the Internet
are in theIN class. 59 different types of records exist for
storing various types of data. A zone is defined by two types
of records. The first,SOA (Start of Authority), indicates the
start of a DNS zone. Each zone should have aSOA record. The
contents of theSOA record are the email of an administrator,
the domain name of the primary name server, and various
timers. The second, one or moreNS (Name Server) records,
also should exist in each zone. These records indicate the set of
name servers for the zone and can also indicate the delegation
of sub-zones.

Every DNS zone must have at least one name server
which serves the DNS records within that zone. Normally,
there is more than one name server for a zone, with one
being designated as theprimary name serverand any others
being designated assecondary name servers. A zone transfer,
initiated by anAXFR query is typically used to transfer the
zone data from the primary name server for a zone to the
secondary name servers. The primary name server typically
loads its data from a flat file known as azone file.

III. D ATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY AND ISSUES

We use two data sets in this paper. The first,
zone_transfer, was obtained by attempting to transfer
the zones listed in the.com and .net TLDs. There were

65,101,733 second-level domains in the.com zone file and
9,224,482 under.net zone file in June 2007, when we
started the data collection [5]. Combined, these 74,326,215
domains represented about 58% of the 128 million zones
registered at the time [6]. Even though the zones in this
data set are geographically diverse, they lack the perspective
from the domains registered under other TLDs, particularly
those in various country-code TLDs (ccTLDs). Unfortunately,
the ccTLDs do not make their zone files available, making
this limitation a fundamental one. For each zone, we had
the list of name servers. We looked up the IP addresses
corresponding to each of these name servers in order to be
able to contact them. We used our own custom software,
written using theNet::DNS Perl library [7], to zone transfer
each of these DNS zones in random order. This process took
three months, June-August 2007, in part because zone transfers
are connection oriented, unlike regular DNS queries which
are connectionless. We attempted a zone transfer from each
name server for a zone until we either successfully transferred
the zone, or the zone transfer failed for all its name servers.
Additionally, if two zone transfers from the same IP address
failed, or upon request from the DNS server’s administrator,
we discontinued making further attempts to transfer any zone
from that IP address. Upon connection establishment failure,
we retried once. In order to expedite the process, we used
five machines, each with one hundred processes issuing zone
transfer requests. We succeeded in transferring zones for
4,947,993 (6.6%), indicating that many DNS servers willingly
distribute their information to outsiders.

One might argue that thezone_transfer data set rep-
resents zones that are less security conscious since they allow
a zone transfer in the first place. To attempt to compensate for
this limitation, we collect a second data set,dnssec. This
data set is from zones that deploy DNSSEC [1]. DNSSEC adds
security to the DNS. These zones may therefore be considered
more security conscious, although we note that most of these
allowed zone transfer, calling their security practices into
some question. DNSSEC provides origin authentication and
integrity to DNS data, and authenticated denial of existence.
We obtained thednssec data set through walking DNSSEC
records. This process is slow but allows retrieval of all the
records in a zone, just like a zone transfer does. To build this
data set, we began with a list of 862 zones with DNSSEC
in production usage from the SecSpider DNSSEC Monitoring
Project [8]. We limited this to the second level zones within
the .com and .net TLDs to allow a fair comparison with
the zones we transferred data from in the same TLDs. This
yielded a total of 124 zones. Surprisingly, we also found 161
zones deploying DNSSEC in our zone transfer data. There was
considerable overlap: 96 of the zones listed under SecSpider
already existed in our zone transfer data, yielding only 28 new
zones. To obtain data from the 28 new zones in the SecSpider
data, we used the DNSSEC Walker tool [9]. This tool relies on
the presence ofNSEC (NextSECure) orNXT (NeXT) records
which should be present in zones deploying DNSSEC. These
records provide a way to discover all of the records from
within a zone without using zone transfer. Of the 28 zones
we attempted to walk, 4 were only partially walkable due to
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missing someNSEC or NXT records. The remaining 24 were
completely walkable allowing us to get the same information
as we would though zone transfer without actually using the
zone transfer query. Our finaldnssec data set consists of
189 zones: the 161 DNSSEC deploying zones from our zone
transfers (which we exclude from thezone_transfer data
set) and the 28 discovered through SecSpider. The size of this
data set is limited by the low deployment of DNSSEC at the
time of this study.

A. (Non-technical) Data Collection Issues

While zone transfers yield valuable information for re-
search purposes, the technique raises practical, ethical,and
legal questions. We encountered various reactions to our data
collection efforts from the zone administrators. Many of the
early requests we received were concerns that a machine had
been compromised or that we were otherwise attacking their
systems. As the project progressed, we decided to alter the
PTR records (used to map IP addresses to domain names)
for each of the scanning machines to indicate that they were
involved in DNS research and encouraging the administrators
to perform a query for theTXT (TeXT) record on the host
name for more details. TheTXT record is a free-form record,
allowing one to put information in any format. This led the
them to a web page explaining the project in detail. This
page attracted approximately 300 hits while the experiment
was on-going. Over half of the administrators that contacted
us were supportive of the work, with a few being being
quite enthusiastic. A small number of them requested to have
their servers exempted from the scanning, which we promptly
honored. One administrator seemed surprised that we would
perform such queries without prior permission. Further, even
after hearing about the research, one administrator was still
livid and stated that our entire prefix had been blocked from
his network, with the apparent exception of his mail server.

The issue of zone transfers has reached the legal system. In
a civil court ruling which occurred after our data collection, a
North Dakota civil court decision declared unauthorized zone
transfers in that state illegal [10]. While the circumstances
in that case were unique, it is clear that such queries can
be viewed as controversial. This further raises the bar on
collecting and analyzing the type of data we present in this
paper.

IV. DATA SANITIZATION AND OVERVIEW

We took several steps to sanitize the data. In this section,
we highlight these steps and then present an overview of the
resulting data. To keep the discussion simple, we treat the data
sets as one in this section.

A. Data Sanitization

All DNS records in our data have the following format:
name IN type data, as explained in Section II. We find
issues with all three of the variable fields, described here.
Unless otherwise noted, we remove the records mentioned in
this section from further analysis.

Odd record types: Two of the record types we see are not
allocated record types. Specifically, six zones contain records
with a type of “65,281” and one zone with “666”. The first is
within the range set aside for private use [11]; however, it is
unclear what function this record type serves. The second is
not even in the range of types allocated for private use.

Obsolete record types: Three record types found in our
data are obsolete. These areMF, MD, andNXT. Of these, the
first two relate to email delivery and are recommended to be
substituted by theMX record. All zones containing theMD
record contained theMF record as well. There were 178 such
zones (0.003%). All of them also contain the recommended
MX record, implying that these records are inconsequential.
TheNXT record was used by older versions of DNSSEC. Only
three zones in our data had this record, which is recommended
to be substituted by theNSEC record. None of these zones
carried the recommendedNSEC records, suggesting that they
are likely using an old version of DNSSEC and have not
upgraded.

Experimental record types: We find several email-related
experimental resource records in our data as well. These
include MB, MR, and MG records, which specify mailbox,
mail rename, and mail group. A related, non-experimental but
infrequently used email record,MINFO also appears in our
data. It is used to send mailing list-related error messages.
Each of these records were contained in less than 0.005% of
the zones. Incidentally, none of the obsolete, experimental, or
odd record types are seen in thednssec data set.

Repeated records:7099 (0.14%) zones have records that are
identical in name, type, and data. These extra copies have
little effect on the applications retrieving this data, except in
cases when zone administrators fail to consistently updateall
copies. This could lead to unintended incarnations of records
being delivered to the clients.

Empty name field: 153 zones contain records with anempty
name field. These records are not accessible by any DNS query
aside from zone transfer, since all other queries require the
desired name to be specified.

Invalid comments: Lines in DNS zone files are commented by
putting a semicolon as the first character. Instead of following
this syntax, 4,531 (0.09%) zones contain records that begin
with a colon, two slashes, or a hash sign. These are likely failed
attempts to comment out old records. Though these records are
accessible by anyone specifically looking for them, they have
little effect on normal DNS operation.

Repeated zone name:In a zone file, domain names not
ending with a dot character are considered relative to the
zone, so the zone name is added on to them. For exam-
ple, a record containingwww.example.com in the zone
file instead ofwww.example.com. will be replaced by
www.example.com.example.com. We find that 6037
(0.12%) zones have it in the name portion of the records
and 3217 (0.07%) in the data portion. Making this error
inconsistently could break intended relationships between mul-
tiple records, causing further errors. Therefore, we leavethese
records as-is for further analysis.
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Unexpected records:A zone should only contain records
whose name is in the zone, except when they have sub-
zones, in which case they are required to haveA records
for their sub-zones’ name servers [12], [13]. We find that
23,947 (0.48%) zones contain unnecessaryA records for out of
zone name servers. Another 7167 (0.14%) contain other out of
zone records. Further, 1857 (0.04%) zones have records which
belong in a sub-zone, but these are not the requiredA records
for the sub-zones’ name server(s). Failure to keep such records
up-to-date can disrupt availability at the clients. Further, the
presence of these records, which may not match up-to-date
copies stored in the zones where they actually belong, could
make it hard to estimate the impact of misconfigurations.

B. Overview of Collected Data

TABLE I
AGGREGATE STATISTICS

Total .com/.net zones 74,326,215
Name servers by name 1,611,145
Name servers by IP 820,547
Zones successfully transferred 4,947,993
Record types defined 59
Record types seen in data 42
Valid record types seen in data 40
Record types seen in> 10 zones 31
Walking of DNSSEC zones 28

Table I presents the aggregate statistics about our combined
data sets. We see a total of 42 record types, including the
invalid, obsolete, and experimental ones. Some, such asSOA
(Start Of Authority), NS (Name Server),A (Address), and
CNAME (Canonical NAME) are seen in nearly every zone
we examine. Interestingly, theSOA record, the only record
type absolutely required for a zone to exist, is the only one
that we see in every zone. Even the vitalNS is not present
in 0.2% of zones, even though it is required by the DNS
specification, and despite the fact that we know every one
of these zones has at least one name server: the one we used
to obtain the zone transfer. The next most popular record type
is MX (contains the host name and the priority of an email
server). Most other record types are much less widely used,
some only appearing in a single zone. Figure 1 depicts the
number of zones corresponding to each record type that was
seen in 10 zones or more. Clearly, there are large differences in
the extent of usage of each of these record types. Although our
data only contained zones from the.com and.net TLDs,
we examined theLOC (LOCation) records for the 1,306 zones
which contained them, and found them to be well distributed
geographically.

V. ZONE DIVERSITY

We start by examining the diversity of zones contained
across our two data sets. We consider two aspects of zone
diversity: their sizes and their span across ASes and BGP
prefixes.
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Fig. 1. Number of DNS zones containing popular record types (log scale)
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A. Zone Sizes

One approach to looking at zone sizes is to look at the total
number of records contained in various zones. However, this
approach is dependent on what record types a zone chooses
to use. Some records, such asCNAME do not add any new
hosts but provide extra information about an existing record.
Thus, we count theA records in order to estimate the size of
a zone. Since all hosts must have anA record, the number of
A records in a zone should roughly correspond to the number
of hosts in the zone intended to be accessible though DNS.
We ignore theAAAA (IPv6 address) records in counting hosts
since very few zones use IPv6 and even when they do, they
usually have IPv4 records for the same hosts.

Figure 2 shows the number ofA records per zone. As seen in
the figure, a majority of zones are small, containing only oneA
record. Some have more, but it is surprising how much more.
The largest has 2,073,715A records. There are additionally 14
others with over 100,000A records, although no others with
over 1,000,000. The largest zone we see has manyA records
in part because they have anA record for each address in the
10.32.0.0-10.63.255.255 private IP address space in addition
to enumerating every address in another public prefix. Most
of rest of the zones with a large number ofA records follow
either this pattern of anA record for every address in a prefix,
or they have a large number of domain names all pointing to
the same IP address.
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The pattern we see inA records is also seen in other record
types, including ones which we do not expect, such asMX.
While most domain names withMX records only have a few,
we see one domain name with 1,844MX records pointing to
different mail servers. It is unknown why a domain would use
so many mail servers as this – even large email providers,
such ashotmail.com or yahoo.com each have less than
15 mail servers according to their DNS entries.

B. Zone Span

We measure zone span by examining theA records from
each zone and finding the AS and BGP prefix to which the
address belongs. To perform the classification, we use a BGP
RIB from the Route Views Project [14] from the same duration
as our zone transfers. We use this to determine the number of
unique ASes and prefixes the zone entries span. In Table II,
we show the breadth of the zones by the AS they belong to.
2.8% of zones are not associated with any AS, meaning all
their machines are in private address space, the zone is only
used internally but accessible externally. A majority of zones,
56.3%, haveA records contained in a single AS.94% of zones
are contained in 2 or fewer ASes.Only a very small number of
zones span more than 4 ASes. A small number of zones were
exceptional, however. Specifically, one zone spanned 1,475
ASes, and another 40 spanned 100 or more ASes. The ones
with the largest span are dynamic DNS providers. This shows
that the zones cover both ends of the spectrum: from tightly co-
located networks to highly distributed collections of machines.
When analyzing zones at the BGP prefix granularity, we found
similar trends. We omit these results for brevity.

TABLE II
NUMBER OF ASES PERZONE.

Number ASes Number Percent Cumulative
Per Zone of Zones of Zones Percent

0 137,358 2.78% 2.78%
1 2,786,918 56.32% 59.10%
2 1,881,611 38.03% 97.13%
3 114,594 2.32% 99.44%

≥ 4 17,198 0.35% 99.98%

VI. D EPLOYMENT OFNEW TECHNOLOGIES

Making infrastructure changes in the Internet is often an
uphill battle today. The zone transfer data can provide insights
into which new technologies are getting adopted. In this
section, we investigate the deployment of DNSSEC and IPv6,
which have existed for more than a decade, and a few newer
technologies, including SSH fingerprints, spam prevention
technologies, and service discovery, which are already starting
to be deployed. We do so by looking at the relevant DNS
resource records for each of these technologies. It is notewor-
thy that inferring the adoption of a few of the technologies
we describe subsequently, such as service discovery and SSH
fingerprints, would be hard to study without the zone transfer
data.

A. DNSSEC Deployment

DNSSEC [1] (DNS Security Extensions) is a set of ex-
tensions to the DNS which provide origin authentication and
integrity to DNS data, and authenticated denial of existence.
The deployment of DNSSEC has been studied previously [8],
[15]. However, the previous works relied only on voluntary
submission of data from zones deploying DNSSEC. The zone
transfers allow us to also learn about zones that may not
have reported their deployments. Indeed, we find 65 such
zones. This is significant given that the SecSpider project only
reported 124 DNSSEC-deploying zones in.com and .net
TLDs.

The DNSSEC protocols use four record types,DNSKEY,
RRSIG, NSEC, andDS. Any zone deploying DNSSEC must
have theDNSKEY record, as it contains the public key used to
verify signatures used in DNSSEC.We only see theDNSKEY
record in 161 zones from our zone transfers, which is a mere
0.003% of the zones that allowed us to do a zone transfer.
This corroborates the previous findings that the adoption rate
of DNSSEC is extremely low.

Out of the rest of the DNSSEC record types,RRSIG is
most important, as it provides signed record types. Withoutthis
record type, a zone cannot claim to be deploying DNSSEC. All
but one of the 161 zones provide at least oneRRSIG record.
Expectedly, the same zones that haveRRSIG records also have
NSEC records. This record allows a traversal of records and
is used for authenticated denial of existence. The last record,
DS, is used by the zone to authenticate theDNSKEY records
of its sub-zones. Only two zones contained this record. Three
additional zones contained sub-zones, but did not haveDS
records. For these three, the zone cannot provide authentication
of the sub-zones [16].

B. IPv6 Deployment

There are various ways in which the adoption of IPv6 can
be inferred. One such method is to look at IPv6 address
allocations and announcements in the routing protocols. Work
in [17] looked at routing announcements and found at most
807 IPv6 prefixes observed at a single location at the start
of 2007. This method shows which networks are capable
of IPv6, but not who is actually offering service though it.
The zone transfers offer a different perspective. They allow
us to see how often publicly-accessible servers are available
though IPv6. Just likeA records provide host name to address
mappings for IPv4 addresses,AAAA records provide host name
to address mappings for IPv6 [18].8,714 zones (0.18%) in our
zone_transfer data and 23 (12.2%) in thednssec data
are deployingAAAA records.Clearly, IPv6 has a long way to
adoption.

Examining theAAAA records in detail, we find that zones
deploying IPv6 are doing so minimally. A majority of zones,
80.8%, haveAAAA records for a subset of the names contained
in A records when one would expect that if a zone wanted to
make all its hosts accessible by both IPv4 and IPv6 clients,
it will have an AAAA record for eachA record. In fact, an
overwhelming number of the zones with fewerAAAA records
thanA records only have oneAAAA record. Of the rest, a large
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majority have disjointAAAA andA records. These zones are
most likely deploying IPv6 only for certain services they know
are only going to be accessed by clients from other zones that
deploy IPv6. On the other extreme, a few zones, 17, only have
AAAA records, but noA records at all. Clearly, no IPv4 client
can access them.

C. Secure Shell (SSH) Fingerprints

The SSH protocol provides secure log-in and other secure
network services over an insecure network. The security of the
connection relies on the server authenticating itself to the client
as well as the client authenticating itself to the server. When
a SSH client connects to a server whose public key is not
already known to the client, the server presents a fingerprint
of the key for verification. If the client accepts the fingerprint
(and hence the key), the key is saved locally and used for
verification for all subsequent connections. Today, most users
blindly accept the presented key. However, theSSHFP record
attempts to provide a solution to this problem by providing
the fingerprint of server public keys trough DNS [19]. An
SSH client can query the DNS for this record and verify
the fingerprint before accepting server’s public key.Only 29
zones in ourzone_transfer data and 12 (6.3%) in our
dnssec data supportSSHFP, implying that the adoption of
SSH fingerprints is low as of now.

D. Anti-spam technologies

Spam is undoubtedly one of the biggest security issues fac-
ing the Internet today. To avoid accepting spam, technologies
that verify sender identity before accepting email have been
proposed. Prominent examples of email verification systems
are DomainKeys [20], [21], SenderID [22], and Sender Policy
Framework (SPF) [23]. SPF and SenderID help verify that
the machine that sent an email was authorized to do so.
DomainKeys is a public/private key authentication system
which verifies that a message indeed came from the domain
it claims and that it has not been modified.

The anti-spam technologies rely on the DNS infrastructure
in one of two ways. First, they all have a specially-formatted
TXT record. (TheTXT record could be used for a variety of
other purposes as well.) Second, SPF has a special record
type defined for itself,SPF, which was introduced later.
We find that SPF is the most popular anti-technology in
our DNS zones. 409,214 zones (8.3%) inzone_transfer
data and 31 zones (16%) in thednssec data set used the
SPF technology throughTXT records. Only 50 zones in the
zone_transfer data use theSPF record while none use
it in the dnssec data set. Much smaller percentages of
zones deployed DomainKeys or SenderID in either of the data
sets.This indicates that a significant fraction of zones in the
Internet employ DNS-based anti-spam technologies, with those
deploying DNSSEC doing so even more.

E. Service Discovery Deployment

There are several different service discovery mechanisms
deployed in the DNS. Some services have their own record

types, such asMX to find mail servers andAFSDB to locate
AFS database servers. However, other more general DNS
mechanisms can locate a variety of services.WKS (Well
Known Services) andSRV (SeRVice) records both support
finding services in different ways. TheSRV record specifies
both the supported protocol and the port it is running on among
other things. We find a total of 89,010SRV records from 5,548
zones in thezone_transfer data and 9 in thednssec
data. Light-weight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) alone
accounts for 39% of theSRV records. The next one was
Kerberos authentication system (combining TCP and UDP),
representing about 24% of records. None of the remaining
protocols had 1,000 or more entries. The top 5 services found
advertised with this record are shown in Table III.

TABLE III
TOP SERVICES INSRV RECORDS.

Protocol Transport Entries
ldap tcp 35,150

kerberos tcp 16,903
gc tcp 6,451

kerberos udp 4,062
kpasswd udp 3,969

TheWKS record is also used to indicate service availability,
but is far less popular than theSRV record. WKS records
were present in 331zone_transfer zones and nodnssec
zones. We obtained 1,717WKS records indicating the avail-
ability of 2,751 services. Of these services, FTP was the most
commonly advertised at about 19%.

F. Deployment of Multimedia Services

TheNAPTR record is used for URI re-writing, but provides
evidence of multimedia service usage. The Session Initia-
tion Protocol (SIP) protocol uses the NAPTR records for
providing locator services for Voice over Internet Protocol
(VoIP) and other multimedia [24]. Out of the 111 zones in
thezone_transfer data containingNAPTR records, 98 are
using theNAPTR records to support the SIP protocol. Three
zones in thednssec data are usingNAPTR, two of these for
SIP.

VII. A NALYSIS OF ZONE CONFIGURATIONS

We now look at configuration problems in DNS zone con-
tents. When looking for configuration problems, we only look
within each zone independent of others. Since not all zones
allow zone transfers, and our transfers were done over a period
of three months, we can not accurately identify configuration
problems involving the interaction between multiple zones.
Because of this, if a record points outside its zone, we
assume it to be correct. This means the numbers reported
here for many of the misconfigurations are lower bounds,
the actual extent of misconfiguration may be higher. We find
that while a large fraction of zones have at least one type of
misconfiguration, it is uncommon for a zone to have multiple
problems simultaneously. Few individual problems occur in
large percentage of zones.
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A. Invalid Hosts

TheNS records in a zone indicate the name servers for that
zone and for its sub-zones. Problems in these records can slow
down DNS queries for the zone or even make the sub-zones
inaccessible. We find that many zones haveNS records that
point to host names which are not externally accessible. In
our zone_transfer data set, 35,618 zones (0.72%) have
NS records with host names consisting of a single label (a
host name with no dots in the name). These cannot be a
host within any domain because a valid host name must have
at least two dots in it. Further, 3,437 zones (0.07%) have
NS records indicating name servers with host names in the
.local TLD, which is not a valid TLD. Neither of these
errors occur in anydnssec zone. We also see problems in
the hosts pointed to by theNS records. In 24,457 zones (0.5%)
in the zone_transfer data and one zone in thednssec
data, there areNS records pointing to hosts for which noA or
CNAME records exist.

We see similar problems inMX records, which are used
to indicate the email server for a domain, and inCNAME
records, which are used to provide an alias for a host name.
In 4,452 zones (0.09%) in thezone_transfer data, there
were MX records pointing to a host name which consists of
a single label, and in 17 zones in this data,MX records point
to mail servers in the.local TLD. The net result of these
errors is the unavailability of mail for the domain name of
the record if these are the onlyMX records for a domain,
or delays in mail delivery if there are others. As was the
case for these problems inNS records, neither of these errors
occur in thednssec data. Many zones with validMX records
have issues with the hosts those records pointed to. In the
zone_transfer data, we also found that 18,376 zones
(0.37%) hadMX records pointing to host names with noA
or CNAME records. This issue was seen in 2 of thednssec
zones as well. Looking atCNAME records, in 3,109 (0.06%)
zones in thezone_transfer data, theCNAME records point
to a host name that is empty, an IP address, a URL instead
of a name, in .local TLD, or has a single label instead of at
least two. None of these errors occur inCNAME records in the
dnssec data.

In CNAME records we also see a few other problems.
First, we see chains ofCNAME records with oneCNAME
pointing to another in 28,082 (0.57%)zone_transfer
zones and 5dnssec zones. This has the effect of slow-
ing down DNS resolutions involving these records. In fact,
some of these chains have loops:9970 (0.2%) zones in the
zone_transfer data and 1 zone in thednssec data have
loops. These will cause theCNAME to be unresolvable, leading
to unavailability. Further, we also find that 11,414 (0.23%)
zones in thezone_transfer data haveCNAME records with
the same name as another record. This could create ambiguity
in the resolution process. This problem was not present in any
of the dnssec zones.

B. Diminished name server redundancy

The NS records also shed light on the name server redun-
dancy provisioned by the zone. Every zone is required to have

at least two name servers [3] and recommended to have at least
three [25]. This ensures availability of records when attacks or
outages occur. 1,665 zones (0.03%) in thezone_transfer
data list no name servers at all even though they are required
to. Note, however, that this does not make them inaccessible.
Clearly, they are accessible since we transferred their zone.
Instead, it implies that theirNS server records existed in their
parent zone, but not in the zone itself, as they are also required
to. This problem does not occur in thednssec data. Further,
we find that 11.9% of zones inzone_transfer data list less
than the required two name servers. 66% of zones list three
and 22.1% list even more. Thednssec zones are provisioned
much better with only 3% of the zones with less than the
required two name servers.

By separating name servers, both physically and in the
network topology, zones can ensure that redundancy provides
greater resiliency [25]. We examine name server redundancy
at several granularities: according to the BGP prefix adver-
tisements, by autonomous system (AS) they belong to, and
across second-level domain names (the final two components
of a domain name). Table IV shows that 82% of the name
servers in thezone_transfer data set are within the same
AS, 61% within the same BGP prefix, and 91% within the
same second-level domain.This implies that the name servers
are not physically or topologically distributed for many zones,
which may make them susceptible to single points of failure.
Correspondingly, 7% ofdnssec zones are in the same AS,
5% in the same prefix, and 12% in the same second-level
domain. Clearly, thednssec zones pay attention to the
quality of redundancy in their name servers.

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF ASES, BGPPREFIXES, AND SECOND-LEVEL DOMAINS NAME

SERVERS OF THE ZONES CONTAINED IN THE TWO DATA SETS BELONG TO

# Percent of Zones
zone_transfer dnssec

AS Prefix Domain AS Prefix Domain
1 82.3% 61.0% 90.7% 6.9% 4.8% 12.2%
2 15.6% 22.3% 8.4% 87.3% 33.3% 84.1%
3 1.9% 3.0% 0.5% 3.2% 58.2% 2.7%
4 0.2% 13.6% 0.2% 2.1% 3.2% 0.5%
5 0.04% 0.06% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

C. Information Leakage

The WKS records help in service discovery. Given a host
name, they can find all the services running on that host. This
allows an attacker to gain knowledge about all the vulnerable
services on a given machine. The vulnerability presented by
the WKS records becomes more of a security risk in the
presence ofHINFO (Host Information) records, which map
a host name to its machine type and operating system (OS).
11,379 (0.23%) of the zones in thezone_transfer data set
and 2 of the zones indnssec data set hadHINFO records.
Of these, 16% give away machine and OS information for the
domain’s Web server and another 13% including one of the
dnssec zones for the email server.Further, 247 haveHINFO
records for a host they also have aWKS record for.

While these records can be potentially security risks, it is
difficult to aggregate them for analysis due to the fact that
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DNS operators are not following any standard convention in
the records. Though there are standard values meant to be
used for hardware type and OS in theHINFO records [26],
[27], 52% and 92% zones are using OS names and hardware
types not on the list for at least some of theirHINFO records.
For example, simply classifying a machine as a “Linux PC”
requires automated interpretation that “Linux,” “Fedora2,”
“Slackware 7.0,” and “Debian Sarge” are all labels that refer
to Linux and that “i386,” “Pentium IV-2.4,” “IBM-PC,” and
“P4” are all labels synonymous with a PC. The downside to
this is any protocol that may take advantage of HINFO records
will likely not be able to use non-standard values. The upside
however, it that it would be harder for a malicious application
to do this as well.

Not all information leaks come from records designed to
expose information about hosts. In 0.5% ofzone_transfer
zones and 22 (11.6%)dnssec zones, we findA records
pointing to private IP addresses. Private IP addresses are only
usable on internal networks. Since these records cannot be
used by external hosts, their presence in a zone may be an
indication that the zone is running the same DNS server
for internal and external clients, and not separating them as
is recommended. This has the unfortunate consequence of
exposing the internal DNS server to attacks when separating
the two would normally make it hard for an adversary to even
know the whereabouts of the internal DNS server (NS records
are for external DNS servers only). Even if the two servers
are not combined, the private IP addresses in these records are
still a potential problem, as they may be exposing information
about which hosts exist on an internal network to external
clients with no need for this information.

DNS TXT records are unique in that they allow arbitrary
text in their data field. The contents of someTXT records
are intended to be interpreted by humans while those of
others are specifically designed for machine interpretation.
While a small number ofTXT records are used for anti-spam
systems and DNS-based service discovery, as we discussed in
Sections VI-D and VI-E, some of the rest contain sensitive
information, such as addresses, telephone numbers, the date a
zone was last updated, or which DNS server is the primary
DNS and which is secondary. While we saw all of these uses,
it is difficult to quantify how oftenTXT records are used for
each due to the free-form nature of the data. Another popular
use of theTXT records is to advertise hosting services. Finally,
in one case, we found poetry, written as a set of sevenTXT
records.

D. Implications on Caching

An SOA (Start of Authority) record indicates the start of
a DNS zone. Each zone is required to have aSOA record.
Among other things, theSOA records contain the values of
the four timers which are important in DNS zone operations.
These are therefresh, retry, and expire intervals, and the
minimum TTL. The refresh, retry, and expire intervals all
control the behavior of secondary DNS servers with regards to
updates. The refresh interval indicates the amount of time (in
seconds) a secondary DNS server should wait before checking
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Fig. 3. CDF of refresh, retry, expire, and minimum TTL timers contained
in SOA records in thezone_transfer data set (log scale).

to see if its copy of the DNS zone is current. The retry
interval indicates how quickly it should retry this operation
if it is unsuccessful at the end of the refresh interval. The
expire interval indicates the amount of time that can elapse
without successfully refreshing the zone before a secondary
name server can no longer give authoritative answers to DNS
queries for the zone. The minimum TTL is the default duration
for which records from this zone can be cached by DNS
resolvers.

We find that 14,003 (0.28%) of the zones in the
zone_transfer data set and 2 in thednssec data set have
their expire timers set to values less than the refresh timers.
This implies that there will be a period where the DNS records
cached at the secondary name server will be invalid before they
are refreshed. During such a period, the availability of allthe
secondary servers will be reduced. Further, while the common
values used for refresh and retry timers are mostly within the
range of those recommended [13], the common values for the
expire timer are 7 days and 41.6 hours. Both of these fall
outside the recommended interval, which is 2-4 weeks.

Figure 3 shows the CDF of refresh, retry, expire timers,
and minimum TTLs seen in ourzone_transfer data. One
key observation from this data is that some values for these
timers are chosen by a large percentage of zones. The common
values for the refresh timer are 1 hour, 3 hours, and 1 day when
the recommendation is for them to be between 20 minutes to
12 hours. The common values for the minimum TTL timer
are 1 hour and 1 day when the recommendation is for 1-5
days. Some zones choose very small or very large values for
these timers. While very small values put extra burden on
the secondary DNS servers in keeping their view of the zone
updated and also on DNS resolvers around the world, very
large values can hurt zone availability when records in sucha
zone change.

E. Incomplete Contact Information

It is increasingly important that zone administrators be
reachable. One example of such importance is phishing, where
the process of shutting down phishing sites hosted at compro-
mised servers belonging to reputable domains can benefit from
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being able to easily reach the domain administrators. Simi-
larly, isolating members of bot armies or infected machines
spreading malware can benefit significantly from the abilityto
contact their administrators. There are two places in the DNS
records where such information is available. The first is the
SOA record, which all zones are required to have. We find that
all SOA records contain email addresses but 29,946 (0.61%)
of thezone_transfer zones have it in an incorrect format:
they forget to replace the “@” in the email address by a “.”
as required. Fortunately, this mistake is easy to account for.

The second place where the information about administra-
tors can be present is theRP (Responsible Person) record. This
record contains the email address of the zone administratorand
a pointer to aTXT record containing additional information.
The email address inRP records should be formatted as in
theSOA records. Unfortunately, a very small fraction of zones
have this record: Only onednssec zone and 6770 (0.14%) of
thezone_transfer zones have it. Further, 2.6% of theRP
records either contain no information or contain a single label
that could not be an email address. Another 71.6%, including
one from thednssec data set, just contain the email address
and point to an unusableTXT record or a non-existing one.
This implies that 3/4th of theRP records at best contain as
much contact information as theSOA record.

VIII. R ELATED WORK

Wanrooij et al. [28], characterized DNS misconfigurations
from a sample of the.NL TLD. They did so by performing
DNS ANY queries on 10,000 randomly selected zones men-
tioned in the.NL zone file. Their study had limited view
of DNS provisioning because theANY query, as they used,
provides only a small subset of the records in a zone. Our
analysis considers extensive information about orders of mag-
nitude more domains. The richness of DNS records contained
in our data sets allowed us to gain a deeper understanding
of availability of various kinds of services, and also security
implications.

Pappaset al. [29] examined the impact of three specific
DNS configuration errors: lame delegation (the name server(s)
present at the zone differ from those present at the parent
zone), diminished server redundancy (less than adequate num-
ber of name servers are available or the available servers are
not topologically dispersed, implying that they may become
unavailable under attack or outage conditions), and cyclic
dependency (name servers point to each other, forming a loop).
While their work focused on name server availability, we
focus more on the availability of other servers, including mail
server, Web server, etc. We do consider aspects of name server
availability. However, our results are not directly comparable
to theirs due to difference in methodology.

The Measurement Factory [30] performed zone transfers
on a small fraction of the.com and .net zones. They
randomly sampled about 3.22% of.com and .net zones
and attempted to transfer them. Though they had data similar
to us, they utilized it in ways that differ significantly from
us. While we focus on information contained in zone records,
they focused on the versions of DNS software in use (to infer

possibility of cache poisoning), lame delegation, diminished
server redundancy, and possibility of recursion (to infer po-
tential misuse of such name servers by escaping detection).
Surprisingly, they find that over 30% of the name servers
allow a zone transfer. We find this percentage to be much
lower – we were only able to transfer 6.6% of zones out
of all the ones we attempted. Another area where we did
similar measurements is the adoption of new technologies. We
find that the adoption rates of various technologies, including
SPF, DNSSEC, and IPv6 are lower than what Measurement
Factory reported. Since we do have access to their data, we
conjecture that the differences in the numbers arise out of
sampling. In our previous work [31], we presented a limited
perspective on DNS configuration issues in a short paper. This
paper extends that work by examining diversity of DNS zones,
by investigating the deployment of new technologies, and
by presenting a more thorough investigation of configuration
issues.

A few efforts have focused on developing tools for detecting
misconfigurations present in DNS zone files. Pappaset al. [32]
developed a tool to detect certain errors and inconsistencies by
considering measurements from many vantage points. Many
other tools are available online, for example at dns.net [33].
These tools check for a variety of problems, including lame
delegation, presence of addresses in private ranges, absence
of a prescribed number of name servers, invalidSOA timer
values, lack ofMX records for the domain, and several others.
These tools analyze a single zone at a time and are not
designed for the type of Internet-wide analysis we perform
in this study. However, they are useful for administrators who
wish to find and correct the errors in their own zones.

DNS performance has also been measured from other
perspectives. Fujiwareet al. [34] look from the clients’
perspective, examining the impact that misconfigurations in
authoritative DNS servers can have on resolvers. Danziget
al. [35] and Brownleeet al. [36] passively measured one of
the DNS root servers to determine the characteristics of traffic
received.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the diversity of Internet zones
and deployment levels of various DNS-based technologies.
We also studied the intertwined relationships embedded in the
various DNS records and their implications on availabilityof
servers. The Internet-wide nature of our analysis allowed us
to understand the common configuration mistakes that admin-
istrators make. While we found many distinct configuration
problems, most were not very widespread, and not all were
directly harmful to DNS operation. Administrators should
however be careful to properly configure contact information,
and to consider what information about their networks they
are exposing to the outside world.

This study provides a snapshot in time of technology
deployment and configuration problems in the DNS. Such
deployments and configuration problems are likely to change
over time. Due to the issues mentioned in Section III-A,
and because we expect the availability of zone transfers to
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decrease, a comparison using similar methodology would
be difficult in the future. However, at least some of the
technologies and problems discussed in this paper may be
tracked though other means. This paper provides a snapshot
such future work can compare against to determine how much
things have changed.
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